[Objective evaluation of visual strain in computer screen and office work by recording visually evoked cortical potentials (VECP) and determining changes in contrast sensitivity and refraction].
Visual evoked cortical potentials (VECP) elicited with checkerboard pattern reversal stimuli of high spatial frequency and low contrast were recorded. The changes in the VECP depending on the duration of task-oriented activity at video display units (VDU) and in the office were determined. The testing procedure can be used to decide on adequate recovery periods (breaks) for any visual workload and requires only a short time. We investigated 30 probands: 10 subjects tested before and after 4 h of VDU work under controlled standard conditions had statistically significant increases of latency (P < 0.001) and decreases of amplitude in VECP recordings (P < 0.05). Another 10 subjects tested at the same intervals but exposed to standard office working conditions also showed statistically significant increases of latency (P < 0.0001) and decrease of amplitude in VECP recordings (P < 0.01). The 10 control subjects tested at the same intervals spent the time between recording sessions on leisure activity (walking) and showed no significant VECP changes. Statistical evaluation was performed with Student's t-test for paired samples. Contrast sensitivity (Ginsburg test) decreased in both VDU and office groups after completion of their workload, but remained within normal limits. The maximal changes in refraction amounted to +/- 0.25 D after 4 h and +/- 0.5 D after 6 h and showed no bias. Extended periods of working at VDUs and conventional office work increase the latency and decrease the amplitude of the pattern-evoked VECP. This method can be used to determine optimal scheduling of breaks in for people working at VDUs and doing conventional office work.